Zygfryd Kominek

ON THE FUNCTIONAL EQUATION p(x)=h(x, ^[f(x)])
1_. We shall consider the system of functional equations (1) -h^x.jj^ffxfl t ..
where the functions h^ 3 m+1 and f of the type R --R and
respectively, are given and φ^ are unknown functions. The fundamental theorems regarding the uniqueness and the existence of solutions of the class C r in the case m=1 are. due to B.Choczewski ( [l] , [2] ). This theory has been further extended by J.Matkowski [6] , Our theorem (see §3) generalizes also some result of the author obtained in the case of functions of real variable [4] . On the other hand, the system (1) may be treated as a generalization of Schroeder's equation. Therefore the results of this paper correspond to others contained in [3] , [5] and [ß] . Let [ a k]' j]» »·•· · ! m » s, j = 1.. ,n be arbitrary real matrices. By the right Kronecker product of the matrices [a £ J and^jJ we mean the matrix -M «M.
Ζ.Kominek
It is well known that if ç 1> ...,ç m and μ^,»..,μ α denote the characteristic roots of the matrices ¿J and respectively, then ?.¡/í 8 > i=1,...,m, s=1,...,n are the characteristic roots of the matrix (2 the sequel, the following sequences of functions will be very useful:
We have the following simple lemma. Lemma 2.
If f: GCR n --R n , h: Gx HCR m+n --R m are of the class C r , then the functions h. . . , i=1,...,m, 0=1,...,r, ,..., j 6 =1,... ,n are of class C r~S .
Kdw, we suppose that γ is a function defined and of the class C 
satisfy the system of equations (9) . . satisfying the conditions (9) result from the ^»J-J»··*» οβ 1 following assumptions: Ç "·Μβ ^ 1» ί=1»···»πι, 1 9 e=1,...,r, s^i,... ,%=1,... ,n, where denote the characteristic roots of the matrix (0,0)J and («1,...,/un -the characteristic roots of the matrix (0)]. This follows from Cramer's theorem, because the system (9) can be written in the form
-denotes the transpose of [ ·] . In the sequel the system of numbers satisfying conditions (9) and (11) will be called admissible (see [3] ). Now. we suppose that n\ ¿ . is an admissible sys-<} 1 > · · · » JG tem. Without loss of generality, similarly as in [2], we can assume that n\ . ...j r =1,...,n. By (9) and Lemma 4 we get (12) and
The existence of a solution of the class C^ Put
and let, as above, 9 1f ...,ç m and denote the characteristic roots of the matrices [a £ J and [^jJ* respectively.
Theorem. If (i), (ii), (12) and (13) 
in a neighbourhood of zero such that φ.{0) = 0 and
Proof. On account of (i), (ii), (14), (15) 
hold.
Of course, we may assume that 
because the system (16) The functions Ζ. . 1 »3-|»···» dp (x) ^ I 3 1 » · · · » dp
In the vector spaces X^ (with the usual operations and "·") we define the norm Note that X is a convex and compact subset of the space of all functions defined and of the class 6 e in U with the values in R m (the compactness of X follows from the condition's (25)-(28) and the theorem of Arzela). Por φ = = (jo-j,...,^) e X we put
T(p)(x) := (T1(9>)(x),...,Tm(9>)(x)).
It follows from (25), (26), (i), (ii) and Lemmas 3 and 4 that
for φ e X we have a«*) τ. (33) Τ±(5Ρ) (0)=0, dx t<Jx (0)=0, i=1,...,m,j1f...,òe=1,...,n V" 3® G=1,...,r. (27), (24) and (21) However, η η
whence, in virtue of (21),
and, on account of (39), (22), (17), (18) and (27) BrX^-"-X-j a bounded operator and the image of the unit ball by the operator Β has non-empty interior, -X.J a bounded operator which generates a strongly continuous semigroup S(t) of linear, bounded operators, 5(t) = e tA (see [2] ).
The time-optimal problem consists in finding the minimal time of a transfer in which the final state is attained.
Let UCX2 be a set obtained from the open, strictly convex set by cutting off the η planes, bounded and weakly closed. The functions u( · ) such that for all t : u(t)eU will be called the admissible controls and the set of such controls we denote by U . Let u1 and u^ be She controls passing from the zero point, 0eX2, to a certain side RcU (U has η sides).
Obviously, the vector w = u2 -u... is placed on this side.
We shall assume that the generalized principle of generality of placing is satisfied. It consists in the fact that the system 
Obviously, the function Η (of the variable u) attains the maximum together with the function (y(t),Bu), which we denote by Μ(ψ). Prom Pontriagin's maximum principle, which is fulfilled for such problems (see [l] ), it follows that if u(t) is the optimal control transformed the system from the state y, to the state χ2, then there exists a solution ψ(ΐ) of the equation (1.4) such that (1.5) (ψ (t),Bu(t)) = H(V(t)).
Since the equation (1.4) does not contain the unknown functions x(t) and u(t), it is easy to find all its solutions, and next the solutions of the equation (1.5) among which there will be all optimal controls for the equation ( Proof. The function (y(t),Bu) is linear, so it is constant or it attains has maximum only on the edge of the set U. The same concerns to each side of the set U (remember that U has the finita number of sides). So this function attains its maximum in one vertex only of the set U or on whole side of this set. " r e shall show that by the completeness of the system (1.3) the last thesis (the achievement of maximum on the whole side of the set U) is possible only for the finite number of the values of t.
Let Τ denote an infinite set of values t e [θ,τ] , for which the function (y(t),Bu), where ueU, attains its maximum on the wall R of the set U. We can find such a set Τ because the set U has a finite number of sides.
By the assumption of the strong, continuity of the semigroup S(t) = e tn , i.e. of the continuity cf the function £(tìx = e "'x . the solution ψ (t) of the equation (1.4) if of the form therefore it is analytic with respect to t (remember that A is a bounded operator).
Por any t e Τ the function (v(t),Bu) = (e~t A vo,Bu) of the variable u is constant on the wall R. So we have (e-tA %0,Bw) = (e" tA *Yo,B(u2-u1)) = = (e" tA \0,Bu2) -(θ~^Α*ψ0>Βα^ ) = 0.
Note that if
(e~t A *\|/0,Bw) = 0 for t er, then from the analyticity of this expression it follows that it is identically equal to zero on the wholo segment t e[o,T]. So we have ti* (e τΆ y0,Bw) s o.
Differentiating successively the above relation with respect -t A* to t and using the fact that y(t) = e ψ0 is the solution of the equation ( Thus for all except the finite number of the values t 6[o,tJ the function (y(t),Bu) attains on U the maximum only in one point, which is the vertex point of the set U (because U is the strictly convex set). Thus, by the relation (u/(t) ,Bu(t) ) = max (\»i(t),Bu), ueU there follows the unique determination of the function u(t), q.e.d. Definition 2.1. The discontinuity points of the optimal control are called switching points.
Precisely, if Q is an discontinuity point of optimal control u(t), and if u(Q_) = ai, u(Q+) = a^ (a^, a^ -different points) then we say that for t = Q the change-over of optimal control u(t) from the point a. to the point a^ hae been ¿J achieved.
Prom the proof of Theorem 2.1 it follows that the points of segment t^t«^, in which the control u(t) is not uniquely determined, divide the interval tQ^t<t1 into a finite number of the segments.
By the analyticity of the solution ψ(ΐ) of the equation (1.4) (which follows from the proof of Theorem 2.1), the following result is true Theorem 2.2. On each finite segment of time the control -function u(t) has a finite number of switching peints.
Thus, Theorem 2.2 can be characterized shortly as a theorem about θ finite number of switching points. Observe that the above result can be obtained with the assumption that the set U has a countable number of sides. It is necessary only to note that the sum of the countable number of sets of the zero-measure has the zero-measure, which follows from the relations
where ¡A.J =0 for each i=1,2,... notes here the measure of the set A.
Obviously, de-
